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Introduction
This work aims at providing a new reliable (asymptotic) optimal motion planner, denoted BoxRRT? which can guarantee a safe path to an
unknown initial mobile robot localisation.
Our proposed motion planner is build upon: i) methods which use
stochastic sampling to discretise the configuration space, e.g., Rapidlyexploring Random Tree, which can guarantee (asymptotic) optimality
of the solution, e.g., optimal RRT (RRT? , see for example [2]) and ii)
modern and new tools [1] for the guaranteed numerical integration.

Problem formulation
Consider the differential system which describes the evolution of a
mobile robot system:
ṡ(t) = f (s(t), u(t))
(1)
with s ∈ S ⊂ Rn the measurable state of the system and u(t) ∈ U the
admissible control input.
The purpose of the robust motion planner is to provide a sequence of
control inputs u ∈ U∆t
[u] bounded over intervals of time of the form
[K∆t, (K + 1)∆t[, with ∆t > 0 and K ∈ N, which will drive the
system to reach Sgoal from initial states s ∈ Sinit while avoiding the

non-admissible states Sobs .
Starting from the formulation given in [3] of such a robust motion
planner, there exists a sequence of control input u ∈ U∆t
[u] to drive the
system from an uncertain initial state to a set of goal states Sgoal is as
follows
∃K > 0 and u ∈ U such that
∀s0 ∈ Sinit , ∀ s(K∆t; s0 ) ∈ Sgoal and
(2)
∀t ∈ [0, K∆t], s(t; s0 ) ∈ Sfree ,
with s(t; s0 ) the exact solution of (1) from the initial condition s0 .

Main results
Let G be the exploration tree, [sinit ] = Hull(Sinit ), [sobs ] = Hull(Sobs )
and [sgoal ] = Int(Sgoal ), with Hull(Sinit ) the smallest box which contains
Sinit (e.g., interval hull) and Int(S) a box included in S (e.g., inner
approximation). The minimal cost from [s1 ] to [s2 ] according to the
Hausdorff distance of two intervals (d), is denoted by cost([s1 ], [s2 ]).
Let cost([s1 ]) be the total cost to arrive at s1 , that is cost([s1 ]) =
cost([sinit ], [s1 ]).

BoxRRT? motion planner brief description:
1. First, G is initialized with the given initial configuration [sinit ].
2. Then, a state [srand ] ∈ Sfree is generated randomly.
3. The tree G is searched for the nearest vertex to [srand ] according
to a user-defined metric d and the [snearest ] vertex is provided.
4. A control input u is selected according to a desired behaviour.
Then, (1) is integrated over a fixed time interval ∆t with the initial
condition [snearest ], to find a new state [snew ]. If the new state and
the path between it and [snearest ] lie in Sfree (e.g., is a collision free
path), then [snew ] is added.

5. Next, the planner tries to find a better parent and children for
[snew ], which needs to provide collision-free-path and a lower cost to
and from [snew ], respectively. For the better parent one searches a
set of k-nearest other potential parents to arrive at [snew ], while for
the better children one searches a set of k-nearest other potential
children from [snew ] to other vertices.
6. If a better parent and/or children are found with collision free path
and lower cost, than the [snew ] parent and children information are
updated.
These steps are repeated until the algorithm reaches K iterations.
Thus, the BoxRRT? algorithm can improve the optimality of the solution, in terms of distance, over time even after the first solution is
found.

Application:
The BoxRRT? is performed on the simple car model which involves
nonholonomic constraints. The resulted for K = 20000 are reported
and can be seen in Fig. 1.
Figure 1: A BoxRRT? solution
with [sinit ] the blue box and [sinit ]
the green one while the obstacles
are in red: CPU = 745 [s], the
number of vertices and the planned
path length are 96 and 105 [cm], respectively, while the total number
of vertices is 13655.
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